Self-defense lecture presents practical advice

by Theresa Hamilton

Staff writer

On Thursday, Sept. 19, a small number of students gathered in Wichers Auditorium for a self-defense seminar.

The seminar is the second phase of the Sexual Assault Education Program organized by Fonda Green, director of Special Programs. This seminar was a follow-up to the Sexual Assault Education Program organized earlier this month. The next phase will be held around campus and in various dormitories.

Thursday's seminar was led by officer Jim Rotman of the Holland Police Department (HPD). Rotman has been a member of the HPD for 20 years, has been involved in martial arts for 15, and is certified by the state to teach self-defense.

Rotman gave some very alarming statistics of crime in Holland. Aggravated assault, or assault with a weapon, increased 49 percent from 1989 to 1990. Non-aggravated assault increased 23.4 percent. Criminal sexual conduct rose 21 percent. Since these figures are from 1990, Rotman believes many of these violations have significantly increased if number, and that some of the crimes may have even doubled in number.

Rotman offered many tips to follow both on and off campus. First, "Don't walk alone, don't jog alone, don't do nothing alone." He suggests to instead call a friend for company, or use the shuttle van which runs seven to eleven every night. Next, he suggested never letting the assailant know if you are frightened. "Even if you don't know what you're doing, act like you do," stated Rotman.

Officer Tim Rotman talks about self-defense as part of the Prevention/Awareness program at Hope. Photo by Beel Bussay

When driving, Rotman suggests keeping doors locked at all times. Not only will this prevent the doors from springing open in a crash, says Rotman, but it will also make it difficult for someone to enter your car while you are stopped at a stop sign.

Drivers need to choose parking spots close to the door you need to enter, according to Rotman. He advises that you look around to know exactly where you are parked and to make sure you remember how your vehicle is positioned. When you return to your car, get in on the passenger side if the car on your driver's side looks suspicious.

If you notice a car following you, "don't panic," says Rotman. Try pulling into a place that is open 24 hours a day, where you know you will be surrounded by people. Also, make a phone call to the police station. If all else fails, "break the law to get an officer's attention."

The most important thing to remember when someone is following you is "don't go home and you never want to go to your best friend's house." If you do this, you are placing yourself in danger by letting the person know where you or your friend live.

If your car breaks down on the highway, lock your doors and the hood. Don't get out and walk. If someone pulls up to you, crack the window and ask if they will call the police, Rotman advocates.

If you are raped, try to keep your mind going; do not shut down. Take a good look at the criminal and make a mental description, which can later be told to the police. "If you are ever raped, the first phone call you make is to a law enforcement agency. Give the officer your exact location and do not hang up until you are told to do so. It is very important that you do not shower or remove your clothing until the police arrive. This will provide more evidence for the police and enable them to have a better chance of apprehending the criminal."

Once you have reported the rape, you will need a medical exam at the hospital. This will be followed by an interview with a police officer. You will be asked extremely personal questions by both the officer and the attorneys at the court procedure. When reporting the rape and going through the trial process, you will feel like you are "reliving the whole thing over again." However, you must take comfort in knowing that you are helping to prevent this man from hurting you or anyone else ever again.

Rotman's final word of advice is to "go on your gut feeling. If you think something is wrong, trust that feeling. Do not assume that everything will be okay and do not try to take matters into your own hands unless absolutely necessary. Instead, learn to walk in groups and call the police if you feel you are in danger, according to.

Students sleep out to aid area homeless

by Jill Flanagan

News editor

With temperatures predicted to drop into the upper 30's, nearly 75 people still turned out for the Second Annual Sleepout for the Homeless last Wednesday night.

According to Tim Grotenhuis ('92) who organized the event through the chaplain's office, about 250 people had signed up to spend the night in boxes in the Pine Grove.

Said Grotenhuis. "At first I was kind of disappointed that so few showed up but then I was pleased that at least these people were becoming aware.

Virtually all of the night's homeless were students, although the faculty was represented by Chaplains Gerry VanHeest and Laura Meyer, Director of Housing and Residential Life. Rhodes Ball had also planned to sleep out but was unable to because of illness.

Most of the students stayed the night, although many left around 6:00 a.m. after an hour or two before the scheduled end, when the rain and hail began. However, a few die-hard homeless, including Meyer, were still asleep at 8:00 a.m.

Said Grotenhuis, "Those who stayed became more aware of that homeless people have a rough time."

According to Mike Theune ('92), the cold takes some getting used to. Upon leaving, Theune said, "I'm going to go drink something hot and get some sleep.

Sleep was apparently not easy to come by for the students. Said John Ream ('93), "I didn't get to sleep until 2:00 and got up to study for a test at 5:30, he maintains that, "It was fun; we had a good time."

Bannink agreed to do the sleepout because "there are no panitabits in the Pine Grove. Actually, I am very interested in being more involved to helping and understanding the homeless."

Several of the students on Bannink's floor where he is RA also participated.

According to Bannink, it was a good opportunity to become closer as a floor. VanHeest described the night as "sort of like a homeless camp. People were just wandering around socializing and sitting in groups talking."

The future of the now-annual event is uncertain as both organizers Grotenhuis and Todd Abbott are graduating this year.

Said Grotenhuis, "My hope is that someone one will take it over next year but I have no idea who. It would be neat to see it continue."

As the first sleepout, more than 300 people showed up and more than $2,200 was raised. VanHeest believes, however, that more people stayed the whole night this year while last year many people left early on.

This year, Grotenhuis and VanHeest See "Sleep" page 3

Jaanna Smalley, Leigh Ann Kayser, and Kim Haight prepare for a night out in the Pine Grove for the Homeless-a-thon last weekend. Photo by Beel Bussay
Fraternities recoup from court battles

(CPS - George Mason University officials acted unconstitutionally when they suspended fraternity for holding an "ugly woman contest," regardless of how tasteless the event might have been, a federal judge has ruled.

The Sigma Chi fraternity chapter was suspended last spring for two years because university officials said the contest was offensive to women and minorities.

"I think people take advantage of Michigan beaches. It's a shame they get cluttered with trash," Ken Overway ('93) said. "Perhaps this will encourage other groups to get involved with community groups and not to focus only on recycling at home. But it was good for students, the college, and the community."

A member of EIG, David Dentlana ('95) said, "Michigan's beaches are a very important resource for Michigan and we should do everything we can to keep them in good shape." In agreement with Dentlana, Ken Overway ('93) said, "I think people take advantage of Michigan beaches. It's a shame they get cluttered with trash. It's fun to go out and clean up trash on the beach." Birkholtz thanked the group for their participation and collection of 137 pounds of trash.

Dr. Hemenway looks on as the trash collected by EIG is weighed. Photo by Cynthia Taury

Women from different sororities dressed up early and at the beach, was paid by Ivy Moser ('92). According to Karen Fumweger, regional coordinator for the Great Lakes Beach Sweep, "data collected and processed during past cleanups has already proved influential in passing marine conservation legislation." Birkholtz also stated that the "response has been tremendous." A member of EIG, David Dentlana ('95) said, "Michigan's beaches are a very important resource for Michigan and we should do everything we can to keep them in good shape."

In agreement with Dentlana, Ken Overway ('93) said, "I think people take advantage of Michigan beaches. It's a shame they get cluttered with trash. It's fun to go out and clean up trash on the beach."

Meanwhile, the University of Texas' Phi Kappa Psi chapter has settled a lawsuit in the amount of insurance necessary for Public Safety to have weapons.

"We certainly have concerns about carrying weapons, student responses varied. While some approved of the idea, others said they didn't see any good reason. Some said that although they didn't see a need for the officers to carry weapons, firearms should be kept in the car in case of trouble."

"It would be a death-situation before a weapon would ever be drawn...They'd probably never be used," he said.

Ray Gutknecht, director of Public Safety, feels that the officers should be issued firearms for protection.

"Basically, the reason for our officers carrying weapons would be better protection for the students and those that we're here to serve, and to protect themselves," he said.

Public Safety officers are informed to enforce campus statutes, both on and off campus, and are occasionally called in as back up for other police departments.

There are several incidents a year where in fact we encounter on people that we deal with, handguns, rifles, and are qualified to carry firearms.

"I think people take advantage of the fact that we're here to serve, and to protect ourselves," he said. The only weapons the officers carry are nightsticks, which are kept in the car, and the self-defense tactics they have learned for protection.

Public Safety keeps radio contact with the Holland Police Department and Ottawa County Sheriff's Department, and would rely on these departments for backup in case of danger.

If firearms were to be issued to Public Safety, all officers would go through weapons training and would have to qualify for state standards in terms of skill and accuracy.

Gutknecht said that he is aware of the obvious risk in carrying firearms, but that he has confidence in his officers.

"We certainly have concerns about carrying weapons, student responses varied. While some approved of the idea, others said they didn't see any good reason. Some said that although they didn't see a need for the officers to carry weapons, firearms should be kept in the car in case of trouble."
Sleep
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aren't sure how much they expect to raise.

Grotenhuis sees that the fundraising may
"go two ways: "Either people will just not give
because they didn't sleep out or they'll feel
'guilty and give despite not sleeping out."

All money raised will go to Heartside
Ministries in downtown Grand Rapids. Rev.
George Heartwell of Heartside helped to set
the tone for the fundraiser when he spoke in
chapel on the Monday before the sleepout.

October is the deadline for contributions,
although the chaplain's office will not turn
them away after that.

Congratulations to the '94 and '95 Pull teams

Tara Compagnone  Macaroni
Kendra Hurley  #40
Barb Muffardi  #36

Tara Tabough  Misfits
Libby Kolbeutle  #91
Kim Straussinger  #92
Leslee Roelink  #77
Kristen Voss  #21

Jason VanHeest  #30
Rachel Willems  #46
Jill Soberg  #26
Brenda Tack  #5

Andy Dowen  • Killer
John Miller  • Taker
Fred Vance  • Groan
Matt Hoekemu  • Shake

Outf Swunwon  • OvwdHvc
Grotenhuis sees that the fundraising may
help to set one up.

VanHeest hopes that people will donate
despite not sleeping out. "I don't expect to raise
as much as last year."

"In the case of Heartside's ministry,
them away after that.

Steve Schalkhauner
Steve Mauser
Greg Chatfield  -  Tober
Fred Vance  • Groan
Matt Hoekemu  • Shake

And Mike Voskuil

Discount available for qualified students, faculty and staff

For more information visit
Durfee Computer Center
394-7670
Discount available for qualified students, faculty and staff
Anti-obscenity crusader opposes health tapes

**CAMPUS**

**WTHS works toward a new sound**

*by Erica Brubaker*

Staff writer

WTHS is moving into a formatted program this fall. According to program director Tim Grotehusen (’92), "we've got a poor reputation on campus. We've got to build up our reputation. One way is to sound better, the other is to advertise."

Once the station is formatted, the DJs will play music on the stations' own stations. 

George McKinney, associate executive director of the university of Wisconsin and a Miami teen hotline.

McKinney said, "If I'm going to do this new format, which should eliminate the hassle of searching for music and keep the station more in line with new music trends and styles."

The station is on the air from 6 a.m. every day until 2 a.m. and Friday and Saturday nights. From 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Mondays through Thursdays, there is an eight-hour duration of the format. From 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. on those days, there are special shows. Monday nights are heavy metal, Tuesdays are rap/dance, Wednesday is reggae, and Thursdays are blues.

The DJ's will play music according to the program, which will be pre-recorded and some is not. From 6-9 p.m. is what Time refers to as the "hip hop dance" programming. The CD's lock into the player, "so we get to make our own sounds more like a professional radio station. We have to offer to our listeners a better sound, with few or no DJ mistakes." McKinney said.

The tapes are distributed nationally and are cooperating with the Florida Bar association's investigation and are not commenting on any further action, said Chuck Thompson, general counsel for the University of Wisconsin System.

"We are cooperating with the Florida Bar [Association's] investigation and are not commenting on any further action," said Chuck Thompson.

"This man is after one tape — the recording on homosexuality — because he's highly homophobic," said George McKinney, associate executive director of the university of Wisconsin. "We are cooperating with the Florida Bar [Association's] investigation and are not commenting on any further action," said Chuck Thompson.
One of the 19 the Soviet students on campus, Alexander "Sasha" Nikolenko is 24 years old and is from the southern Russian city of Krasnodar. He is currently an exchange student here at Hope College.

Sasha studied English and world literature at the university in Krasnodar where his classes included Theoretical Grammar of English, Psychology, Stylistics of the English Language, and various teaching classes.

When the opportunity came to go to America, Sasha could not refuse, particularly because of his English major. "Wouldn't you go? So many wonderful opportunities, and the tickets were paid for!"

Currently, Sasha is taking classes such as International Relations, National Government, and English. His plan is to major in Political Science.

"People in Russia usually don't wear bright clothes, and maybe only 15-20 percent of people ever wear shorts, even though it is hotter where I live than here," he said.

When asked what sort of music he liked to listen to, he replied, "Like many people in my country, I prefer European music, but I do like some American music. It takes time to get used to it."

If he had the chance to stay in America for another year, right at the moment he would

by Linda Warner

SAT revisions attempt to yield more accurate results

(CPS) Administrators across the country are waiting to see whether the revised Scholastic Achievement Test will reflect student abilities, especially those of minorities, more accurately.

The College Board, which administers the SAT, will publish the new version in 1994. "I think they are improving it," said Joyce Smith, associate executive director of the National Association of College Admission Counselors. "Most of us want to know how the changes will affect the results."

"Some people say this is just another example that the black man can't cut it. . . . On the other hand, we see some one group constantly progressing toward better scores."

-Walter Jacobs

SAT results showed the following:

- Since 1976, African-Americans and Mexican-Americans have shown an overall point increase of 50 and 23 points respectively.
- But, their overall average score remains about 200 and 130 points shy, respectively, of whites and Asians.

- Scores achieved by whites overall have dropped 14 points since 1976. The overall average for all groups taken together--896--has dropped seven points.
- Men still score higher than women (923 average versus 851 average), especially in the mathematics section of the test.
- Students who took more academic classes during their educational careers scored about 50 points higher than the national average in both the verbal and the math sections. Robert Cameron, the board's senior research associate says the College Board is concerned about an apparent paradox--"We are seeing more years of study in academics and in college prep courses and still the average scores are going down." Much of the drop comes from the higher percentage of minorities taking the test--this year 28 percent of test-takers were minorities. Of that 28 percent, eight percent reported that English was their second language and another eight percent reported that they were bilingual.

"As more of our society is being included in the test, the more likely you are to see scores decline."

- Robert Cameron

English was their second language and another eight percent reported that they were bilingual.

"As more of our society is being included in the test, the more likely you are to see scores decline. Cameron said.

That greater inclusion and the SAT's inability to reflect different cultures in its test question content has helped spark the exam's rewrite.

The new test will show changes in content, and also in format.
'94 team

Brian Kruthof ('92) gives the signal to the '94 pullers to begin pulling again. Photo by Rich Blaz

Amy Zoppa ('95) looks for the pull signal as Ryan Robison ('95) puts all his effort into holding the rope. Photo by Bret Bussey

The '95 Pull team strains against...
Photo by Bret Bussey

wraps

The '95 Pull coach signs to continue their struggle.
by Bret Bussey
relentless onslaught of the '94 team.

Leif Rothof ('94), anchor for the '94 team, strains against the rope as he is encouraged by Chris Briss ('94) and Nikole Koelbel ('94).

Photo by Rich Blair

Pull

The triumphant '94 pullers celebrate their victory by jumping into the Black River. Photo by Rich Blair.
Students have no excuse for ignorance

Campus safety is not a matter to be taken lightly. But in recent years it seems as though many Hope students, both male and female, have come to regard it as a less than serious issue. Last week at a self-defence lecture given by Holland Police Officer Jim Rotman, attendance was less than one percent of the campus population. This shows either a lack of awareness of the event or, as is more likely since the lecture was publicized as part of the Date Rape Awareness Program, a lack of interest on the part of the student body.

Granted, Hope students are well known for their general apathy, but in this case it is a matter of personal safety. In the past year there were seven reported incidents of date rape on campus. This does not include unreported incidents or incidents that occurred off-campus.

The student body is not always informed of attacks because the administration, in an effort to protect the privacy of the victim, cannot make the information public. This does not mean attacks do not happen.

It is easy to develop a false sense of security, to lull oneself into believing that incidents don't happen in nice little towns like Holland or on close-knit campuses like Hope. But they do.

There is no excuse for being ignorant and for being unprepared. Over the course of the last several years Hope has offered self-defence classes and one-night seminars to help students be aware of the problem and to know what to do when confronted by that problem.

The new security system with the computer locks on dorms decreases the chance of an outsider entering a dorm and attacking a woman in her room, but it does not eliminate the problem of assault by an acquaintance.

It is time students woke up and faced the reality of protecting themselves, before it is too late. Take advantage of the seminars held in dorms if you can't take a class in self-defence. Learn some basic safety facts that will help you avoid unpleasant situations that can turn into dangerous ones. Instead of walking home alone from the library at midnight take the shuttle or call a friend to walk you home.

Just be sensible and pay attention to what is going on around you. If someone suspicious starts following you go to the nearest house and ask them to let you in to call the police.

This problem is not solely a female problem and the male members of this community must acknowledge this fact. They should be just as interested in protecting the women in their lives as they are in protecting themselves.
The art of procrastinating

MARLA VAN BAREN

The art of procrastination

The English language is full of some great sounding words, take elbow for instance, or paraphrenalia — it rolls off of the tongue in a pleasant jumble.

DEEP THOUGHTS

was trying to think as fast as I could were being covered in this interview following question: "If and when thing you most want to provide for tion? What would I answer? What

Never true to yourself

Knowing well this is not like

To impress your friends

Coin', Coin', Coin' thru the

The interview was intense. 1

You're just living a lie

Money? Love? A good educa-

On the Banality of Morality

CAL IGULA

I'm guided by certain moral principles, few, over the past year, for the most part. I've found the world nothing more than a cancerous enigma made lamentably ugly by those who impose ethical madness on it.

In Germany, the Nazi Party was a requirement: VanGogh lopped off his ear; Beethoven had a nasty compulsive disorder, and an alcoholic anchor

The Wednesday meeting in the anchor office at Grand Haven it was always quite the Bad Madness

I would look to the colorful world of sociology: Rut Benedict, Marvin Harris, Joseph Campbell. "Morality is Relevant," they say. (when Ruth Benedict also says "Where does that leave me?"")

But where does that leave me? Playing my guitar: sometimes love songs for a girlfriend, funny songs for the children next door, like "Lisa loves pizza," and when its quiet, with no one else around. sad songs for myself.

Join The anchor staff

Be part of a student-run organization for more information call X7877 or come to the Wednesday meeting in The anchor office at 5000.
Reknowned poets read their works at Hope

by Mike Thune

Guest writer

A crowd of over 300 people gathered in the Mass Center Auditorium to hear "All That Wonderful Pity, All That Broken Bone," a reading by poets Gerald Stern and Li-Young Lee.

The dual reading allowed a perfect opportunity for the audience to experience both the similarities, the obvious intellect and sensitivity, the powerful and patient wisdom of Lee and the humor of Stern, in the poets' works.

Li-Young Lee opened the reading with a poem from his critically-acclaimed book Rose. The poem "Rain Diary" served as a highly successful introduction to Lee's work, incorporating elements common to much of his poetry. The family, the Chinese culture, the steady struggle with religion and death and the quest to enter into understanding with his father all appeared in the poem. It flowed with the strongest energy and tension typical of Lee's poetry.

There was a melancholy joy in hearing the line read from that poem, it voice tuned to its said as questioned as in lines such as "Remember his poverty, winters/and the trials of March, remember holes in the ceiling, his face leaning onto his own hands/ I remember my father's rain."

The other poems Lee selected to read were either from his latest work The City In Which I Live or You, winner of the Lamont Prize for 1990 from the Academy of American Poets, or from yet unpublished works. Stern read from various works, from those written early in his career to those which are soon to be put into manuscript form.

Stern began with the witty, quick poem "The Bite," which dealt with his beginnings as a poet. He then read the exclamation, celebratory "Underground Dancing."

"My first Kinglet" was a fine example of the way Stern could show a deeply profound respect for his subject matter and still find humor in it, as was obvious in his reading the lines, "The kinglet stood there singing/ A Mighty Fortress is Our God. She was pure Protestant, warbling in the woods, confessing... I cleared my throat...I started to whistle..."

Stern's newsy poems were all longer selections, including "The Smell of Death" and "The Thought of Heaven."

Both of the poets used a suitable amount of time between poems to talk to the audience, to set up or explain selections, and to make the audience laugh.

Lee's poems commented on the source of his poems, his questioning and his struggle with the Bible, with the body, with tenderness and desire.

Stern's comments showed a rich sense of humor throughout his reading, whether discussing god-kill or the studies of literary critic Harold Bloom.

The reading proved to be of fine quality, for there is potential greatness only to the extent that Stern opted not to read any of his poems specifically about Jewishness or Europe such as "Romania, Romania..."

Perhaps, he chose to read numerous longer pieces, making it difficult for the audience to stay at the poem's levels of high intensity. These problems regarding the selection of works to be read were, however, minor. They were easily overshadowed by the humor, tenderness, and wisdom obvious in the readings themselves, and in the lives of the poets.

Theatre goes underground with New York/New Jersey

by Matt Bays

arts editor

"College: the $25,000 pajama party," sardonically proclaimed Richard Hoehler in his play New Jersey/New York, which had two showings on campus last Sunday and Monday.

New Jersey/New York was performed underground in the DeWitt studios by the hodgedy-podge of actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.

Hoehler is a graduate of Hope College.

The play encompassed five stage stories, and represented a new form of theater called "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with fiction and reality; from our actual lives with the lives of the actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.

Hoehler is a graduate of Hope College.

The play encompassed five stage stories, and represented a new form of theater called "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with fiction and reality; from our actual lives with the lives of the actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.
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The play encompassed five stage stories, and represented a new form of theater called "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with fiction and reality; from our actual lives with the lives of the actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.

Hoehler is a graduate of Hope College.

The play encompassed five stage stories, and represented a new form of theater called "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with fiction and reality; from our actual lives with the lives of the actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.

Hoehler is a graduate of Hope College.

The play encompassed five stage stories, and represented a new form of theater called "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with fiction and reality; from our actual lives with the lives of the actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.

Hoehler is a graduate of Hope College.

The play encompassed five stage stories, and represented a new form of theater called "live fiction." It's a shifty type of art that blends together. Viewers can pleasurably watch reality oscillating with fiction and reality; from our actual lives with the lives of the actors: several students. Dr. George Ralph of the Theater Department, and Hoehler, who, besides writing the play, narrated and directed the performance as well.

The Vietnam war posed more than a few problems to Son's training. The New York Times quotes his mother as saying, "We built planes to war the Vietnamese, but now live in New York. Pretty subtle, eh?"
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Men's soccer improve to 4-1 with MIAA win over Alma

by Dan Combs
staff writer

The Hope College men's soccer team opened its MIAA (Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association) season with a win by defeating the Alma Scots at home, 3-0, last Wednesday. The win improved the Flying Dutchmen's overall record to 4-1, which includes a 1-0 victory over Michigan State University.

Hope controlled the tempo and the ball for most of the game. The number of shots on goal by both teams prove this. Hope had 13 shots on goal, four in the first half and nine in the second. Alma only had two shots on goal the entire game, one in each half.

Hope took advantage of the strategy used by the Scots.

"Our main strong point today was distribution. Being able to do one touch passing and take advantage of the flatness, they [Alma] play a very flat line defense rather than a deep sweeper and that worked to our advantage," said Coach Smith.

The Flying Dutchmen scored their first goal 14 minutes into the contest. They scored next with 7:04 remaining, and they added one more with 24 seconds remaining.

Two of the three goals were scored by Brad Pagnatis ('95).

Coach Smith had some good things to say about the first year student. "That's just the way he is. He has got a nose for the goal. He has a lot of skill and a lot of speed. As a freshman, it is unbelievable that we are getting that much productivity out of him."

Pagnatis now has four goals and ten total points for the season, which is second on the team. Randy brothers ('92) leads the team with 11 points. Brothers had two assists last Wednesday.

"Randy is a very important part of the team," said Coach Smith of Brothers. "He is explosive and he can make something happen."

Darrel Folkert ('92) also received praise from his coach. "He is a senior and a captain. He's got a lot of maturity. He knows when to make the run. He's actually an outside defender, but you see him upfield whenever we have a chance to capitalize. He knows how to make those choices."

Although the Flying Dutchmen came away with a win, the players and coach Smith were dissatisfied with their effort.

"This isn’t a big win. a big win today would have been a drilling of them, 6-0, which we should have done," said Coach Smith. "The guys are very dissatisfied with the game and rightfully so. We’ve got a long way to go. We need to increase our distribution systematically throughout the whole 90 minutes."

Hope traveled to Olivet last Saturday and recorded another win, 4-2. Yesterday they were at Adrian and they will beat Aquinas this Saturday.
Faro's
ITALIAN PIZZA
Quality Pizza at Reasonable Prices
396-0222
PICK UP, EAT IN OR FAST, FREE DELIVERY!

Hope College Special:
$5.99 one topping medium pizza
Your choice of topping - Free delivery -

Fax # - 396-6130
777 S. Washington
Corner of 32nd & Washington
Next to Sheldon Cleaners

396-0222
FREE DELIVERY LIMITED AREA

All Pizzas include our own special sauce & 100% real mozzarella cheese.

Now featuring Delivery, EXCLUSIVELY to Hope College (4-10 p.m. only)

1 Medium pizza (1 item)
Order of Boat Deli Dips
2 - 16 oz. Drinks
ONLY $5.99

Expires 12-15-91
Offer Valid only with coupon

1 Medium Pizza (1 item)
ONLY $3.88
Pick-up or Dine in Only
Expires 12-15-91

Everyday Pizza Special
Buy 1 regular price pizza
get same value pizza for only
Pick up or dine in only

FREE BREAD STICKS
WITH ANY PICK-UP ORDER OF $6.00 OR MORE

FREE DELIVERY LIMITED AREA

2 LARGE PIZZAS
3 TOPPINGS
$15.99

2 SMALL PIZZAS
3 TOPPINGS
$7.99
(excludes extra cheese)

2 MEDIUM PIZZAS
3 TOPPINGS
$10.99

FREE DELIVERY LIMITED AREA

HOLLAND WESTSIDE DELI
Pizza Pie & Deli sandwiches™
Pizza by the Slice

COME ONE, COME ALL!

EVERY THURSDAY
ALL-U-CAN EAT PIZZA
$2.99 4-10 P.M.

FREE (REFILLS ON DRINKS)

11190 Chicago Drive
EXPRESS ISLAND MALL
Holland, MI 49423 • (616) 396-6464